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WHO LOVES YOU?
We’re kicking off 2011 with a Valentines
Day Special offer to our customers.
We’re offering $1,000 OFF kitchen &
bath remodels for contracts signed
from 2/14/11 to 3/31/11.

This promo will not be advertised and
is only offered in this newsletter.  The
offer can not be combined with any
other discounts, financing or coupons.
Contracts must be over $10,000. Visit
our website at www.mchales.net and
look our gallery.  You will Love the 
possibilities. 

Call us today at 

215-949-3333 and save!  

From our family 

to yours,  

Tim McHale 
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REDESIGNING YOUR BATHROOM WITH A PROFESSIONAL EYE

O F F
SERVICE

CALLS!

10%

The bathroom begins and ends most
people's days. You brush your teeth,
you shower or take a bath, you make
yourself pretty in front of the biggest
mirrors in the house. The fact that bath-
rooms are one of the first things home
buyers look at is no surprise. Bathroom
design is an indication of how you live
your life, not to mention the importance
you place on comfort and style in a
home. In a bathroom remodel, or a new
home construction, there are many
things to consider when looking at how
your bathrooms should look—whether
you are designing half-baths in the front
of the house, a child's bathroom, or the
master bathroom. 

Whether you are doing a simple, small
bathroom or looking to add comfort to
the master suite, a bathroom designer is
always a great thing to consider. A bath-
room designer, or an interior decorator
or interior designer who has strong
experience with bathroom design, will
be able to offer options you might not
have thought of and will bring a trained
eye to create a practical application to
your vision. 

Some of the Basics in
Bathroom Design
Consider this. It's winter and you don't
want to get out of bed. But then you
start thinking about the radiant flooring
in your bathroom warming up beautiful
Spanish tile, the towel warming on the
rack, the multiple-nozzle shower that'll
keep you from squirming to find the hot
water. Does it allow you to get out of
bed more easily? Maybe. Or, perhaps,
imagine yourself after work or on that
lazy Saturday as you sit in a claw-foot
bathtub, surrounded by understated but
elegant marble, the recessed lighting
providing the perfect soft, balanced light
for you to read by. Your bathroom
should be a palace in itself. Similarly,
when talking about a small bathroom, or
a guest bathroom, the design, while not
as elegant for reasons of cost, should
still portray the same image and grace. 

Minor Bathroom Remodeling
You can always update that old bath-
room design through cheaper methods
than a full bathroom redesign. Tub liners
and wall systems can do wonder in
helping hide your old installations. Often,
a simple paint job will make the room
feel bigger and cozier. Consider putting
some greenery in your bathroom to add
oxygen, light, and the look of warmth to
a room. If you're looking for a quick fix,
perhaps even something you can do
yourself, there are plenty of options. But
if you really want to change the feel of
your bathroom, these will only feel like
shortcuts and easy outs, whereas a
bathroom designer can get you on your
way to substantial change. 

Major Bathroom Remodeling
An interior designer will help you choose
the work you should set your contractor
to. This bathroom designer can help you
decide what-sized appliances fit best
into a room. Like furniture in a living
room, bathroom appliances can fit in a
room but be too big, making the room
smaller than it is. The designer can also
help you match fixtures to design, and
help you choose between paint and
wallpaper, as well as stone, tile and other
flooring options. Consider a tub with jets,
a stereo system, and, of course, a fog-
free mirror either for your vanity or 
shower. The options are endless. 

Whether you are remodeling or building
from scratch, there are many options

out there. For this reason, it is often best
to hire a professional designer to help
you sort through the changes and add
that bit of comfort you are looking for.
The choices can be overwhelming, but
in the end, you will truly appreciate how
this important part of your day is forever
changed for the best. •

Brice Particelli, formerly a carpenter in

Colorado and Kentucky, manages continuing

education programs for Columbia University

and is a freelance writer for both the home

improvement and travel industries.
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Plumbing problems have been on the rise in

recent years. In the past year alone, clogged

pipes that required a professional plumber

increased 41.6 percent, according to

ServiceMagic, leading online resource 

connecting homeowners and home 

improvement contractors. Clogged pipes and

clogged arteries already have a visual 

connection, but the symptoms, causes, and

treatment for these two conditions share their

parallels. By understanding how your pipes

work, the risk factors involved, and how these

mechanisms closely resemble the blood vessels

of the body, you can responsibly maintain your

home's pipes and possibly monitor your own

health as well. 

Identifying and Preventing 
Clogged Drains: 
Avoid Coronary Plumbing Disease
Early warning signs of a clogged drain include

slow draining or a gurgling sound in your toilet

bowl. Moreover, if water unexpectedly appears

on the floor or in a bathtub when running 

laundry, this may be a sign a clog has 

developed in the main line. Ignoring these early

warning signs, almost always leads to bigger

problems down the road. Just like

clogged/hardened arteries, there may not be

any symptoms of a clogged or corroded pipe

until the pipe is completely blocked. Whether

your plumbing shows signs of clogging or not,

periodic cleaning and maintenance of pipes is a

good idea to prevent future problems. Flushing

hot water and baking soda down your drains

once a week should keep most drains clear. 

Causes of Clogged Drains: 
Your Pipes' Arterial Plaque
Hair, oil, heavy paper, and mineral build-up

associated with hard water can all be 

contributing causes of a clogged drain. In

kitchens, failure to wipe down pots and pans

and allowing grease to enter your drain is the

most frequent culprit. But here's the real kicker:

many clogs in both pipes and arteries first begin

with corrosion. Injuries to the arterial walls

cause platelets to clump in an attempt to repair

the artery causing inflammation and eventually

the build-up of plaque. 

   a

Likewise, corroded pipes tend to create the 

perfect preconditions for clogs to form. The

most common causes of corroded pipes are

water with low or high pH, the presence of salts

or sulfates, suspended solids (sand, rust),

excessively high temperatures or flow rates,

bacteria or chemical related corrosion, and

improper installation, among others. In a 

worst-case scenario, extensive corrosion can

cause pipes to burst in virtually the exact same

way an aneurysm occurs. 

Treatments for Clogged Drains,
Corroded Pipes, and 
Arterial Deterioration
There are a handful of treatments available for

both clogged pipes and hardened arteries.

Beginning with the least intrusive measures,

these treatments share their own interesting

parallels. Whether it's prolonging your own life

or the life expectancy of your plumbing, taking

early action and developing good habits are

critical. 

1. Plungers and Diet/Exercise: The first plan

of attack is also the least intrusive. Take a

plunger to your clogged drain; eat healthier and

exercise more to reduce the build-up of plaque

and hardening of blood vessels. 

2. Home Remedies and Basic Treatments:

More assistance is often needed. For a clogged

pipe, pour baking soda, then boiling water, then

vinegar down your drain. With high cholesterol

or high blood pressure, your doctor will likely

recommend beta-blockers, ACE inhibitors,

and/or anti-platelet medications to manage

health risks. 

3. Drain Cleaner and Anti-coagulants: If a

home recipe doesn't do the trick, you can try

drain cleaners, but be wary of chemical 

cleaners that frequently lead to pipe corrosion.

Anti-coagulants will thin your blood, reducing

the risks of arteriosclerosis, but anti-coagulants

have their own risks. 

4. Plumbers' Snake and Angioplasty: More

serious clogs may require a plumber to snake

the pipes and physically remove the clog. 

Likewise, doctors can catheterize your blood

vessel, inflating a balloon and inserting a mesh

tube (stent) to keep the blood vessel open. 

5. New Pipes and Bypass Surgery: The most

severe blockages may require you install a new

section of pipes or circumvent arteries with

bypass surgery. Problems of this magnitude

should be left to the pros.  •

Marcus Pickett is a professional freelance writer for the home

remodeling industry. He has published more than 600 articles

on both regional and national topics within the home improve-

ment industry.
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WATCH YOUR HOME'S CHOLESTEROL LEVEL: CLOGGED DRAINS

$35 OFF
Bradford White

Hot Water Heater
Replacement
Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

SAME 
as

CASH
12 Months on Kitchen 

or Bath Remodel
Inquire for details.

10% OFF
Additions, Roofing, Siding, Windows, 

Doors and Deck Remodels

Not to be combined with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

FREE
Kitchen or Bath 

Design Consultation
$500 Value

Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

THINK SPRING!
• • •

Start planning your 
exterior projects now.  
If you need a new roof, 

siding, windows, deck or 
new addition, then call 

215-949-3333 
for a free estimate.  

• • •

Trust the professional with

over 61 years of experience.

Trust McHales! 



Ceiling fans are one of the most sensible solutions

when it comes to achieving a comfortable, energy

efficient home. In fact, ceiling fans have been 

helping to heat and cool residences for more than 

a hundred years. By stirring up breezes in the 

summer, and circulating warm air in the winter, 

ceiling fans effectively reduce the demand on 

conventional heating and cooling systems. And to

top it all off, they do it with undeniable charm. 

Ceilings Fans and Energy Efficiency
Ceiling fans increase the energy efficiency of your

home in two ways. In the summer a fan makes a

room more comfortable at higher temperatures

thanks to the slight breeze it creates. That simple

fact makes it possible to set the A/C five to seven

degrees higher than if fans weren't installed. 

In the winter, on the other hand, your fan serves

another purpose altogether. Warm air from your 

furnace rises and collects at the ceiling, where it

doesn't do you much good. By flipping the switch

on your ceiling fan so it turns the other direction,

you eliminate the stiff breeze it creates, but still 

benefit from the air circulation it provides. All that

warm air up at the ceiling is conveniently 

recirculated throughout your home. 

Ceiling Fan 101
The amount of air a fan moves depends on its 

construction and placement. The number, length

and pitch of the blades are important, as is the fan's

distance from the ceiling and the revolutions per

minute delivered by the fan's motor. More blades,

bigger blades, steeper fan blade pitch, and more

powerful motors provide you with the biggest

returns. From a design perspective, most fans have 

three to five blades made from solid wood, 
plywood, or composite wood materials. The blades
can be painted or veneered, and come in so many
styles that there's sure to be a ceiling fan out there
to catch your fancy. 

Ceiling Fans and Placement
First of all, a fan should be installed in the center of

a room, where it can provide the widest area of 

circulation, though be careful that blade tips are at

least two feet from walls or sloped ceilings. You can

mount your fan flush or suspended from a drop rod,

depending on how high your ceilings are. In order 

to avoid injury, however, you're well advised not to

mount your fan lower than seven feet from the floor.

Any lower than that and you could lose a finger or

two stretching when you stand up from the couch. 

Ceiling Fans: Installation
Fans can be installed by a do-it-yourselfer, though

since installation involves working with electricity it's

important that you understand basic electrical work

and safety before you tackle this job. If you have any

doubts about your ability to get it done safely, you

can hire just about any handyman or small contractor

to come in and install your new fans for you. If you

do install fans yourself, be sure to cut all power at the

breaker box before you begin, and remember that

ceiling fans require solid support. Their heavy weight

and centrifugal motion strains hangers, so they

should never be mounted to conventional ceiling 

fixture boxes. Other than that there's not much to it.

Some basic wiring, attaching the fan to the box, and

you're in business. All you'll have to do is balance the

blades, so that your ceiling fan runs smoothly, and

provides with the comfort and improved energy 

efficiency you expect.  •

Matt Goering, formerly a carpenter and house painter, is a freelance

writer for the home improvement industry who has published over

600 articles.

HILLBERT

SHINES!
The Lutron Lighting Control

Institute and Mc Hales are

pleased to award Bill Hillbert

the Certificate of Recognition

for successfully completing

the Radio RA2 Specifier

Training and Blast courses.

Bill has been trained in the

application, design, specifica-

tion and installation of lighting 

controls and programmable

motorized systems.  •

N E W S &

A N N O U N C E M E N T S

I T ’ S  A  B O Y ! ! !

Tim & Lorraine Mc Hale are pleased to announce
the arrival of their son, Jackson Tiernan Mc Hale.
He was born at St. Mary’s hospital in Langhorne PA
on Jan. 13, 2011 and was 7lbs. 2oz. 

CEILING FANS MAKE $ENSE

$25 OFF
Main Sewer

Drain Cleaning
Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

$20 OFF
Electrical
Repairs

Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

$15 OFF
Any Senior or Active Retired

Citizen, Military, Police 
or Fire Personell
Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

$50 OFF
Silestone Quartz

Countertops
Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11

Customer 
Loyalty Program

10% OFF
All service calls for 

2 years - Call for details
Not to be combined 
with any other offer

Exp. 3/31/11
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Come see our new Kraftmaid kitchen display featuring a

solid wood full overlay raised panel maple door style in a

beautiful “ Praline” with Mocha glazed finish.  The Giallo

Ornamental granite countertop has an ogee edge, bump

out, a polished under mount sink cut out and an 18 gauge

stainless steel under mount bowl.  The two-tone Dal tile

wall splash has a staggered square pattern with a raised

appliqué. The display has state of the art accessories such

as full extension drawers, a super susan, under cabinet 

and toe kick ambient lighting.  

Visit our showroom 
or website to see our gallery at 

www.mchales.net    

SHOWROOM SPOTLIGHT: KRAFTMAID KITCHEN DISPLAY

W A N T M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N ?
Please complete this form and mail it back to us OR email: mchalesinc@comcast.net

Name:__________________________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________

City:_______________________________________State:___________Zip:__________

Phone:__________________________________________________________________

E-Mail:__________________________________________________________________

Additional notes:__________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

I’d like more info...
CHECK ALL THAT ARE APPLICABLE:

❑ Kitchen Remodel

❑ Bath Remodel

❑ 12 Month - Same as Cash

❑ Best Value Bath Package

❑ 10% Off All Service Work
(Customer Loyalty Program)

❑ Cabinet Sales

❑ Plumbing Repairs

❑ Electrical Services

❑ Shower Doors

❑ Countertops & Tile

❑ Appliance Repairs

❑ HVAC Services
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